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Abstract: A wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of as many numbers of nodes which can communicate with each other. The
sensor nodes consume energy during sensing, processing and transmission. In Wireless sensor network power and energy resources are
limited. The number of sensor nodes is deployed in physical area. If each node sends information to the base station, energy is wasted
and therefore the network energy are consume quickly. In this paper for data aggregation the READA technique will be used with some
error bound. Redundancy Elimination for accurate data Aggregation (READA) uses a grouping and compression mechanism to get rid
of duplicate information within the aggregated set of information to be sent to the base station. In wireless sensor network, security and
energy efficiency issues are found. In this paper, different types of attacks associated with WSN and their effects are discussed.
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1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are composed of nodes
with the capabilities of sensing, communication and
computation. It is necessary to define the capacity of
computing and transporting specific functions of sensor
measurements to the sink node. In network aggregation plays
an important role in prolonging the network life for WSN. To
aggregate the sensor data effectively the aggregation
technique is to be used. This technique enhances the network
lifetime by gathering and aggregating the data in an very
efficient manner [1]. To save more energy and improve the
fidelity, approximate data aggregation with precision
guarantees is performed in many sensor network applications.
In precision constraint data aggregation, not all readings have
to be reported to the base station. The node sends its reading
to the base station only if the difference between its current
reading and the last one beyond a threshold. The threshold is
called error bound in this paper. Using this scheme, suppress
the number of transmitting messages in the networks and
extend the network lifetime further. Wireless sensor networks
square measure at risk of many varieties of security attacks,
as well as false information injection, wrong id and position
of node. Sensor nodes may be compromised by wrongdoer,
and also the compromised nodes will distort information
integrity by injecting false information. The transmission of
false information depletes the affected battery power and
degrades the information measure utilization. False
information may be injected by compromised detector nodes
in numerous ways in which, as well as information
aggregation. As a result of information aggregation is
essential to scale back information redundancy and/or to
boost information accuracy, false information detection is
crucial to the supply of information integrity and economical
utilization of battery power and information measure.
In this paper in section 2 various techniques and strategies
available for network lifetime maximization is described. In
section 3 system model is explained. In section 4 proposed
error bound method for enhancing the network lifetime with
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attacks. Section 5 displays simulation results of the proposed
technique. Section 6 is the conclusion thus followed by
references.

2. Related Work
The iterative algorithm Iterative filtering algorithm is used to
decrease the energy consumption in an efficient manner [1].
It solves the problem of data aggregation. The literature on
iterative filtering has been increased day by day. The
aggregation algorithm is used to prevent from attacks.
Concealed data Aggregation (CDA) places a lot of intensity
on passive attacks. Specially, it considers if adversaries will
listen in the communications on the air. After CDA,
succeeding analysis has been planned to realize higher
security levels. If sensors at intervals constant cluster cypher
their sensing information with a standard secret key,
associate opponent might decode the aggregative cipher text
by compromising only one detector. Planned a knowledge
aggregation theme supported addition homo-morphic publickey encoding. It's like safer since each detector stores solely
public key. It's needed to guard the transmission trend of a
node’s secret information from neighbors, as a result of the
neighbors grasp the aggregative add and therefore the
encoding key to realize the privacy. Therefore, protective
confidential aggregation may be a difficult task[2]. The
ESPDA protocol prevents the replay attack by achieving
information freshness throughout aggregation , this will
increase the accuracy of the collective result by playacting
the aggregation on encrypted information and reduced variety
of transmissions. However, This scheme causes further
communication overhead as a result of the base station will
firmly recover all sensing information instead of collective
results[3]. In Candidate based precision allocation system
using a multi-hop networks. They extend the adaptive scheme
to work in multihop network and topology relation between
the sensors nodes. In this technique relationship between the
error bound and update rates are not known[14]. For wireless
Sensor Networks D-BEDCA technique use for data
compression and keep the data distortion in certain range at
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the same time. There are two techniques in data compression
that is lossy and lossless data compression[16].

3.1 Aggregation
Aggregation will be performed by two ways that is
monitoring system and event detection.

3. System Model
Consider a network consisting of n sensor nodes that are
randomly deployed in an physical area. The sensor nodes
monitor the surrounding environments and send the local
measurements such as temperatures to the base station
continuously. Assume that all the sensor nodes need to report
their readings to the base station. Because of this number of
transmission increases which cause more energy wastage.
The network system shown in the figure shows that number
of sensor nodes are in cluster. The figure shows that number
of sensor nodes are in group. They collect the data from
sensor node and aggregated then sends to the base station in
secure manner.
For the proposed data aggregation technique, the number of
nodes will be arrange in clusters and one of them is work like
a cluster head. After that every cluster head is connect to the
base station. They will sends the data to the base station. In
this paper uses a new data aggregation technique called a
“Redundancy Elimination for Accurate Data Aggregation”
(READA). All the sensor nodes get connected to the each for
communication. Depending on their nearest position they
connected to each other. This process done in all cluster is
shown below. In the second step nodes are connected to each
other. In this process find the sending time, receiving time
and pending request. Some nodes are missed due to their
long distance. In the third step every sensor nodes are
connected to the cluster head. All the data sends to the cluster
head. In the fourth step all the cluster head connected to the
base station. Every cluster head sends the data to the base
station.

Figure 2: Types of Aggregation
In READA technique aggregation will be perform by two
way that is monitoring system and event detection. First of all
the monitoring system is used to search the sensor nodes. In
this two technique will be used that is Grouping and
Compression. For partitioning a data grouping technique is to
be used. Instead of sending a single data that sends the group
of compressed data. They allocate a id to the every node and
same id make a group. This process repeat in all three cluster.
By using this process all groups are form with same id’s.
3.2 Working of System
The flowchart of proposed work is given below:

Figure 1: System Architecture
In the above flow chart first of all the N number of nodes are
connected to the cluster head, collecting the data and
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aggregating at cluster head then forward the data to the base
station. In second step apply the READA technique provides
the trust to the sources. In this process some nodes are
compromised by the attackers. To resolve that error bound
technique is used to cluster head and find actual error bound
and also various attacks.

base station. To provide the security to the aggregator node
the error bound is to be used. By using this method the actual
data is to be generated. The is less chances to loss maximum
amount of data.

3.3 Algorithm for READA

In wireless sensor network while aggregating the data the lot
many attacks is to be found. In this paper using two attacks
that is injecting false data attack and Sybil attack. Injecting
false data means while performing aggregation there are lot
many extra data is to be added. This aggregation is unsafe to
the wireless sensor network. Because of this the more energy
is wasted. In Sybil attacks it work on node id and node
position. First of all it stole the id and position of the nodes.
A Sybil attack is an attack which creates multiple identities
from same harmful node. This attack is very crucial to the
wireless sensor network. So to protect the sensor network
from attacker the current security scheme is a good solution
for enhanced the sensor network security.

Algorithm illustrate the Redundancy Elimination for
Accurate Data Aggregation based on above formula.
function [ id ] = MainReada( agg_data_node )
data=readData(agg_data_node); %% reading data
v=data(rand); %% choose node to group
%% Rf and p1, p2 for groping data
RF=0.2; %user defined
id=mod(data(v))
if is Avalible(id);
p1=id;
else
p2=id;
end
end

4.2 Attacks

5. Performance Evaluation
5.1 Simulation Setup

4. Attacks and Error Bound
In wireless sensor networks nodes square measure terribly
prone to varied security attacks like selective forwarding,
wormholes attacks. Additionally, wireless sensor networks
additionally suffer from injecting wrong information attack.
For Associate in injecting false information attack, Associate
in aggressor node initial compromises many device nodes
and accesses all keying materials hold on within the
compromised nodes then controls these compromised nodes
to inject false data and send those information to the sink.
Therefore, it is crucial to filter the false information as
accurately as attainable in wireless sensor networks which
ends up in energy deprivation. To tackle this issue, error
bound methodology use to filter false information and
additionally secure the id and position of the node. In the
Sybil attack, a malicious node behaves as if it were a larger
variety of nodes, as an example by impersonating alternative
nodes or just by claiming false identities. In the worst case,
Associate in injection attacks could generate in injecting false
absolute variety of further node identities, exploitation using
physical device.

The simulation tool used is Matlab. In this section the
performance of the error bound method with READA
algorithm and data rate with attack scenario is evaluated by
comparing it with previously proposed adaptive filtering. The
comparison is done on the basis of designed error bound and
network lifetime for physical environment. The experimental
result shows that first of all form a clusters. In this there are
four clusters are form. Every node senses the sensor field and
initialize the location of sensor nodes, locate it. The
evaluation metrics in this paper are the data rate and network
lifetime. In the below figure show the attack scenario and
regenerated data. As discussed earlier that use of error bound
with the READA will increase the lifetime of network. The
above figure shows that even though the node is
compromised the regenerated data is up to 97%. The loss of
data is very less. This means the system performance is
increased up to 20% than the original system.

4.1 Bounded Error
In wireless sensor network there are number of attacks are
found while aggregating the data. In this case there is
possibility to loss the data which is in physical manner. So ,
to recover that data here using error bound method and that
also increasing network lifetime with less energy. First of all
allocate the threshold (here error bound) value to the
aggregator node. After performing aggregation some nodes
are compromised like injecting false data, fake id and
position etc.. That’s means the total number of data has been
increased. Because of this accurate data not to be send to the
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Figure 3: Attack Scenario
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Figure 4: Energy Efficiency
The above graph shows the increase of network lifetime with
respect to the designed error bound. This shows that that the
use of normal transmission with the READA leads to
increase in lifetime of WSN which is the aim of this paper.
The increase in network lifetime means the network will be
active for longer time as compared to the earlier scenario.
The network lifetime is increased up to 30-50% in proposed
work. As a result the node failure will not occur soon and the
network will work for longer time.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, A READA algorithm using with some error
bound and strategies used for lifetime maximization of WSN.
Thus considering those factors a new technique READA is to
be introduce. READA is used for large and sensor networks
lifetime maximization scheme for reducing the power and
increasing the lifetime. The proposed work is for enhancing
the network lifetime of WSN using READA technique. The
technique used for improving the network lifetime. This will
reduce the use of energy and the system will be energy
efficient, also the power required in the system is reduced as
a result increasing the network lifetime of WSN. The energy
efficiency of WSN increases from 30-50 % as compared to
earlier scenario. The use of error bound helps in increasing
the lifetime of the network.
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